Resources on the Web

- Making sense of traffic stop data
- Computers & Software Showcase
- Weapons and Accessories
Computers & Software

Software for data searches
COPLINK is built around two software modules: COPLINK Connect and COPLINK Detect. COPLINK Connect transcends technical obstacles and jurisdictional boundaries to warehouse data from any number of participating sources. The data is accessible via an easy-to-navigate, graphical screen display that any officer can use with just minutes of training. COPLINK Connect resides within the law enforcement agency’s secure intranet, protecting and enabling data transmission according to agency policy and discretion. COPLINK Detect performs searches to suggest highly relevant crime links. In effect, it converts the masses of information now at an officer’s fingertips into mission-critical knowledge.
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The Mobile Data Computer System With The Visible Difference

The Mobile Data Terminal and Mobile Data Computer Designed specifically for law enforcement use

Palomar Display Products is a pioneer of sunlight readable display technology. We are a world class manufacturer of sunlight readable displays, providing display solutions for global applications. For over 43 years, we have manufactured display solutions for the most demanding military and commercial applications. Choose Palomar Display Products, the difference is plain as day.

1945 Kellogg Avenue
Carlsbad CA 92008
Fax (760) 931-5198, Tel (800) 700-1307
www.palomardisplays.com
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Rugged mobile computer
Amrel’s “White” Rocky has been encapsulated with a white coating that reduces heat absorption from direct sunlight by nearly 30 percent. This rugged mobile computing system has a department’s badge design directly applied to its white casing. It has been certified to MIL-STD 810E, MIL-STD 461D and IP54 for ruggedization. With a Pentium III 500-MHz CPU, this is a tough and fast mobile computing system. The “White” Rocky also includes Amrel’s open-architecture design that allows for easy system upgrading, device integration and field servicing.
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Reporting software
Impact Solutions Corporation’s Xpediter Patrol C/S is a single software application that provides collected data to every user. The user can immediately access all modules and enter case information. Its mandatory fields, spell check and supervisor-level data approval features ensure field reports are accurate and complete. The modular system has a 32-bit client/server and a multi-tier architecture.
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